ORIENTATION CLOCKS
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DESCRIPTION

A range of easy to see and read clocks designed to help orientation to time, day or date. Different styles of clocks may suit different people. It is beneficial to place the clock in an easily seen position for the person with dementia.

APPLICATIONS

These devices are suited to people with varying degrees of cognitive impairment with the need to be reminded of day, time or date.

Memory loss is often the first symptom to appear in someone who has Alzheimer’s disease, asking repetitive questions re: the time, day etc. is common for people living with this condition.

Use of orientation clocks may assist with this problem.

A. AUTOMATIC CLOCK

The Automatic Calendar Clock is battery operated and fully automated.

Price: $199+pp - $204+pp

B. CALENDAR CLOCK

The Easy Read Calendar Clock takes one x AA battery for the clock only.

Manual operation: Press the buttons to change day and date.

Price: $19.90+pp

PURCHASING INFORMATION

A. Jadco Time $204+pp
Tel: (03) 5422 1333
Large range Website: www.jadco.com.au

Daily Living Products 1300 364 460
B. Magnamail Tel: 1800 251 252

clocksforalzheimers.com

Disclaimer: This information is a guide only. Alzheimer’s WA Ltd does not endorse any of the manufacturers, suppliers or the use of any of the products featured. It is recommended that an assessment be sought from the Independent Living Centre or an Aged Care Assessment Team prior to purchasing Assistive Technology. Revised 7/11/18